Abstract
Introduction
Malaria is a global grand challenge, with 214 million cases in 2015, resulting in over 438,000 deaths. 90% of these deaths are in were in sub-Saharan Africa, and 70% in children less than 5 years old. Cardiac function, in terms of rate, stroke volume, ejection fraction and haemodynamic indices is impaired in severe malaria [1] [2] [3] , and some antimalarial agents (the quinolines) affect ventricular repolarization, observed as QT interval prolongation [4, 5] .
In adults with malaria, fever bouts occur every few days, with temperatures up to u to 41°C, associated with tachycardia and QT prolongation in the ECG [2] -see Figure 1 . However, in children malarial fever is associated with QT shortening. This shortening is partly reversed by its treatment by quinolines-see Table 1 for representative values.
Longitudinal high resolution monitoring (multichannel ECG, ECGI) and imaging (CMR, echo) data sets of cardiac changes during malaria are largely lacking, as malaria is prevalent in countries with poorly developed health care systems. There is little experimental data on cardiac cell/tissue electrophysiology in animal models of malaria. This lack of data makes computational modelling premature. However, we aim to combine simple, readily available clinical measures with a simple cardiac electrophysiology model to quantitatively account for, and evaluate, cardiac ECG and mechanical changes during malaria. The objectives are to (a) construct a 1D computational model of normal sinus rhythm in the adult and child <2 years old, (b) incorporate known and putative changes in cell and tissue properties associated with malaria and to reproduce ECG RR, QT intervals during malaria in the adult and child, and (c) identify possible mechanisms for the differences in ECG during malarial fever seen in adults and children. 
2.

Methods
We are not aware of any cardiac cell/tissue electrophysiological data from patients with malarial fever, and so incorporate known physico-chemical effects of malaria from the clinical literature -elevated temperature, changed plasma ionic concentrations and acidosis (see Table 2 ) -into cardiac cell and tissue models, as the values for the extracellular fluid compartment. Temperature appears explicitly in cardiac cell excitation models (as in RT/FZ) and implicitly via the Q10 for the voltage diffusion coefficient and the single and maximal channel conductances (Q10~1.2-1.5), for channel gating kinetics (Q10~2-4) and of exchange pumps (Q103-3.5) and cross-bridge cycling transition rates (Q10~6). [6] The Q10 effect is to multiple the parameter by (Q10) ((T-37)/10) . Extracellular concentrations are given in Table 2 .The cell models are paced for 100 cycles. 1s Although there are models for intracellular pH dynamics, the electrophysiological changes due to acidosis are modelled simply by reduction in maximal Na + and L-type Ca ++ conductances [7] . A 1D computational model for propagating activity during human normal sinus rhythm was constricted, with cell models based on the Courtemarche-Ramirez -Natel CRN atrial [8] and the O'Hara-Rudy [9] (with Na kinetics from CRN) families of ventricular cell models. Parameters for the sinoatrial and atrioventricular node cell models ( modified CRN models [10] , were adjusted to give appropriate SAN rates for the age dependent RR intervals. The Purkinje fiber model was that of Stewart et al. [11] . Diffusion coefficients were selected to give atrial and ventricular conduction velocities of 0.42 m/s, and lengths (number of nodes) of the strand tissue components adjusted to reproduce PR and QT intervals of the ECGsee Fig.2 Propagation of V(t) in the 1-D strand was modelled by the non-linear partial differential equation: Here, V (mV) is membrane potential, is a spatial gradient operator, and t is time (ms). D is the diffusion coefficient (mm 2 ms ) that characterizes the electrotonic spread of voltage via local circuit currents, through cell-to-cell coupling by gap junctions, and the extracellular and intracellular resistances. Iion is the total membrane ionic ). The parameters for D and for the equations for Iion changed stepwise between the homogenous SAN, atrial, AVN, Purkinje and ventricular endo-, M-and epi-cardial tissues. Equation (1), with zeroflux boundary conditions, was solved numerically using a forward-time central-space s x = 0.1 mm) in conjunction with an operator splitting and adaptive time step method t t = 0.05 ms). Ventricular action potential duration (APD90) restitution curves for the endo-, M-and epi-cardial ventricular cell models ionic concentration, pH and temperature changes, and their combined effect in the electrophysiology cell model for malaria are shown in Fig.3 Fig.3a,b show the extracellular concentration changes applied in isolation prolong APD90, and the pH changes applied in isolation shorten APD90 , at all rates, and for endo-, M-and epicardial cell models. However, the temperature increase applied in isolation (Fig. 3c) produces APD90 shortening at high rates and lengthening at lower rates (BCL <540ms for endo-; < 390ms for M cells). The pH and temperature changes also produce alternans at high rates.
Results
When the [Na]o [K]o , pH and temperature changes are combined into a model for malarial fever (Fig 3d) , there is APD90 shortening at high rates and lengthening at lower rates (BCL <300ms for epi-; < 320ms for M cells). (Fig 4b) , consistent with a reduced cardiac function.
The changes in physico-chemical parameters (temperature, explicit and implicit, via Q10; pH and [ion]o ) introduced to produce the "malarial" ventricular cell model are extended to all the tissue types in the strand, to produce an adult malarial NSR model (Fig. 5) . The model for the child (a) has fewer nodes (b) the SAN node cell excitation parameters are modified by changes in the maximal gf and time independent gK1 conductances to produce the faster resting rate and (c) there were no changes in the parameters for the other tissues: the child model of Fig 6 is essentially a smaller adult model, with a higher rate.
The physico-chemical parameter changes that model malaria produce tachycardia in both the adult and child strand models, from a BCL of 820 to 517 in the adult, and from 610 to 480ms in the child.. The QT intervals were computed from the peak of the R to the peak of the T wave in a pseudo-ECG from
represents the unipolar potential recorded at an electrode 20 mm from the epi-cardial end of the strand, a is a scaling factor, and x x electrode to any point in the tissue [11] . For both the adult and child models, the APD90s and QT intervals in ms were shorter in the malarial model than the normal, whereas the QTc was prolonged in the adult (from 257 to 310ms) and shortened in the child (from 274 to 172ms). 
3.
Discussion and conclusions
There is a lack of quantitative i.e. digital recording during the initial fever and fever paroxysms, and so the data used in constructing the model, and the observations it reproduces, are very simple.
In the model, the major mechanism is that of temperature, and the key mechanism the different Q10's of the different ion transfer processes. Automated patch clamp experiments on the kinetics of human ion channel expressed in mammalian cell systems are widespread, but there is a lack of measurements of their Q10's through the clinical range of 35-41°C. In this model we have taken the Q10's for diffusive processes, gated conductances, and pumps to be homogeneous: given the wide range in kinetics (sub ms -100s of ms ) of cardiac membrane ionic currents it is likely that the Q10's vary considerably: the Q10's for channel gating kinetics in frog nerve at 22°C vary form 1.8-2.9 [13] .
As such Q10 data becomes available it may be used to evaluate the relative roles of physical biophysical, and electrochemical factors in the ECG during malarial fever. However, the simple models for the physical and electrochemical effects of malaria reproduce the principal ECG changes in malaria, without the need for postulating specific cardiotoxic effects. These specific effects (e.g. the parasite load interfering with the microcirculation) may occur, but are not necessary to account for the ECG changes that are observed during malarial fever.
